Four different semantic models are given for a simple uniform programming language, containing constructs for parallel composition, global nondeterminism and communication: linear semantics, failure semantics, readiness semantics, and branching semantics. The mathematical framework used consists of complete metric spaces. All models and operators are given as fixed points of suitably defined contractions. This allows for a uniform presentation and an easy comparison of these models. It is shown that the latter three semantics all are correct and that the failure semantics is fully abstract with respect to the linear semantics. Although these results are not new, we believe the uniformity of the way they are presented here to be of some interest.
The semantics of a uniform programming language ~ is studied, containing the following constructs: atomic actions, which are left uninterpreted and which can be either internal or communications; sequential composition, global nondeterminism and parallel composition; and recursion, modeled via the simultaneous declaration of statement variables. In the context of complete metric spaces, which is the mathematical framework we adopt, this language (and others similar to it) is treated in [BKMOZ86] and [BMOZ88]. There, an operational semantics 0 and a denotafional semantics ® for E are presented together with a proof of the correctness of ~ with respect to ~). In [KR88], this proof is simplified: For the denotational semantics an alternative formulation is given, based on the same transition relation which was used for the definition of 8. Then the correctness is proved by showing that both this alternative denotational semantics and ~ are a fixed point of the same contraction, which by Banach's theorem has a unique fixed point.
In this paper, we shall introduce, again in a metric setting, two other semantics for ~ which essentially are the welt known readiness semantics ([OH86]) and failure semantics ([BHR84]). For both models, two alternative definitions will be given: an operational one, which is based on a transition relation for ?, and a compositional one, using explicit semantic operators. These differently defined models are shown to be equivalent along the lines of [KR88]. Then the readiness and failure semantics are related to 0 and aD: they are less distinctive than ® is but are (still) correct with respect to 0. The importance of the failure model lies in the fact that it is fully abstract with respect to ~, that is, it makes just enough distinctions in order to be correct (and thus compositional) with respect to 0. This fact is proved along the lines of the proof of a similar statement in [BKO87].
